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Reconciling independence and accountability in judicial systems*

Francesco Contini** & Richard Mohr***

1. Introduction

Since the mid 1990s, the contraction of available resources and the spread of ‘new public management’ approaches have presented new challenges to European judicial systems, expecting them to improve simultaneously their efficiency, quality of service delivery and accountability mechanisms, in line with the expectations on other branches of the public sector.1 Through an analysis of some of the findings of several research projects financed by different institutions,2 this article considers ways in which these expectations, and the projects to which they give rise, play off against the very different traditions of the law and the judiciary. In various countries these expectations have produced a number of procedural, structural and above all managerial policies3 that have led to new forms of ‘managerial’ evaluation of the activities of courts and judges. The approaches to be found range from traditional statistical surveys of caseload, largely lacking in any consequences, to performance based remuneration systems that define the salary of individual judges based on the number of cases they decide.

The development of these reforms has been characterised by tensions between professional groups coming from diverse disciplinary backgrounds, and upholding divergent principles. These tensions have been expressed as conflicts of values, such as independence versus productivity.4 In courts and justice ministries the fault lines between these disciplines, principles and values generally pit the judges against the executive (and sometimes the legislature). In many cases the judges and their associations have opposed these reforms, complaining that they are an attack on their independence, while the policy makers (parliamentarians, ministers or judicial councils) simply reiterate the need to implement new forms of managerial accountability.5

* While this paper is the result of a joint effort of the two authors, individual sections may be attributed as follows: Francesco Contini, Sections 2-4 and the Appendix; Richard Mohr, Sections 1 and 5-7.
** Research Institute on Judicial Systems, IRSIG-CNR, Bologna, Italy.
*** University of Wollongong, Australia.
2 The projects were ‘The administration of justice in Europe and the evaluation of its quality’, financed by the Agis programme of the European Union, ‘Case Assignment to courts and within courts’, financed by the Dutch Ministry of Justice and ‘Internal case allocation in courts’ financed by the Netherlands Council for the Judiciary. The preparation of this article has been supported by a fourth research project, ‘The quality of justice in Europe: policies, results and institutional settings’ funded by the Italian Ministry of Research and by an International Strategic Links Grant from the University of Wollongong, Australia.
Having brought these conflicts into stark focus, this change of scene reveals that the concept of accountability – especially in the judicial reform debate – has become ‘fluid’ and ‘amorphous’, as Le Sueur has observed. Since definitions of accountability have often simply neglected debates over the specific role of judges and the legal traditions on which they rely, it becomes all the more necessary to clarify the concept. Moving from some of the contributions of public administration we hope to cast some light on the concept of accountability as commonly used in the judicial reform debate.7

Our first step, then, will be to analyse the terms of that debate to highlight the different conceptions of accountability at work. We then try to reconceptualise accountability in a way that comprehends both the legal and managerial traditions, pointing out their common aims as well as their divergent focus and methods. Therefore we seek neither to promote a managerial conception of accountability at the expense of the legal tradition, nor to champion judicial demands against requirements for managerial accountability.

Noting the limitations of one sided approaches based either in law or in management, we identify the very tension between managerial and legal demands as a major constraint on the improvement of judicial systems and their effective assessment. After analysing the problems associated with specific managerial policies implemented in Spain, Finland and Italy, we propose a reconceptualisation of accountability in a judicial context. Instead of pitting ‘independence’ against ‘accountability’, or legal against managerial accountability, we suggest that these approaches may be reconciled by building upon their common aims, and by involving the diverse actors in suitable ways. This proposal is then illustrated by reference to a final case study which we see as an instance of ‘cooperative accountability’. This conceptual foundation and subsequent analysis allow us to identify approaches capable of reconciling the classic dilemma between independence and accountability, from a theoretical and a practical point of view. These approaches demonstrate the continuing relevance, twenty years later, of Cappelletti’s proposal for a socially responsible justice system, based on the idea of ‘responsive law’.8

2. Independence versus accountability?

We begin this analysis of the question of public sector accountability as it applies to judicial systems by reviewing the way tensions have been played out in debates over judicial reform. These have been conceived as based in the opposition between independence and accountability for many years,9 but the change of scene we are currently witnessing modifies the way the issues are framed in a number of ways.

The problem has traditionally been approached by considering the links between judicial discretion and the political role of judges.10 But as attention has been focussed on the problem of resources and their use, the crucial question becomes the relationship between the judiciary (and judicial organisations), the resources allocated and the services delivered to the community. The judge is then no longer valued exclusively as an independent decision-maker, but also as an

---

actor with a role to play as part of a public organisation delivering services to the public. If judges as independent decision-makers were to be evaluated according to the extent of their independence and the quality of their decisions, the newly conceived judiciary is subject to ‘managerial’ performance methods that neglect fundamental values of the judicial process. In such cases accountability comes to be seen exclusively from a managerial perspective.

In the judicial reform debate, accountability and judicial independence are values that are generally considered to be in tension, if not actually clashing. According to a former director of the American Judicature Society, the judges’ defence of their own independence is essentially based on two arguments. The first is that independence represents a value in itself. The second is that it is damaged by the mechanisms of accountability. A number of authors agree with this second argument. Russell, for instance, observes that in liberal democratic regimes, even as a result of the increase of judicial power, ‘the liberal principle of judicial independence runs up against the democratic principle of accountability’. In any case, in those regimes in which the legitimacy of public power is directly connected with mechanisms of accountability, the courts have much to gain by adopting them.

A somewhat more insightful judicial or legal response has accepted the need for accountability, but maintained that ‘the demand for accountability is satisfied by the hearing of almost all matters in open court, by the freedom of the media to report on such proceedings, by the critical view of academic commentators, and by the possibility of being overruled by higher courts’. On this view, the judges are already as accountable as they need to be, on their own terms, and the managerial conception of accountability is at best an irrelevance. Whether in the more consolidated democracies, or in those in the process of consolidation, it is increasingly difficult to claim that judges do not need to be held accountable. The question of judicial accountability cannot be simply brushed aside with the argument that it is damaging to independence.

As to the question of whether independence constitutes an end in itself, it suffices to recall the words of Cappelletti, for whom ‘the independence of the judiciary from the executive, far from being an end in itself, is nothing but another instrumental value [which is] intended as a means of safeguarding another value, that is, the impartiality of the judge’. In other words, just as will be seen in the case of accountability, neither the independence of the judiciary nor that of the individual judge is an end in itself. It is, rather, a necessary means to the end of the adjudication of cases by an impartial and neutral third party.

The problem has been posed as one of balancing accountability with impartiality, that is to say, with the values that justify the guarantees of independence. That would require that we identify the various ways of keeping the conflicting requirements of legitimacy in equilibrium: how to protect the impartiality of the judge, while ensuring democratic accountability. This

---

13 P.H. Russell et al. (eds.), Judicial Independence in the Age of Democracy, 2001. This passage is introduced as follows: ‘If the movement of authoritarian regimes toward liberal democracy raises the question of the minimum conditions of judicial independence required for a regime to be truly liberal, the growth of judicial power within long established liberal democracies and the assignment of major responsibilities to the judiciaries in new and emerging liberal democracies rise the very opposite question of how independent a powerful judiciary can be without undermining democracy.’ (p. 2).
18 Ibid. pp. 156 and 160.
approach poses the problem as a zero sum game, suggesting that the two principles may be traded off so that an increase in accountability leads to a reduction in the independence (and hence impartiality), and vice versa. In this paper we challenge the very idea of a ‘balance’ between accountability and impartiality. To that end we will analyse the notion of accountability, in the following section, and propose a more inclusive definition which does not posit a system of opposing forces.

Following that conceptual work we will have occasion to analyse several case studies in which managerial accountability has played out as a zero-sum game. We will conclude, however, by showing that, under different circumstances, greater accountability – in the inclusive sense that we propose – may instead strengthen other key values such as independence and impartiality. This is a crucial issue. If there is complete agreement that these key values lie at the heart of the judicial system, then it must be possible to account for those values too. It cannot be taken for granted that judges will always act with the required degree of impartiality or independence. In some countries considered in this study, problems have arisen when judges act as private arbitrators in alternative dispute resolution. These activities may threaten the independence and impartiality of the judge towards a party in a particular case. They may compromise the judge’s independence or appearance of independence more generally.

There is no shortage of criticisms of this sort. In Italy, a 1981 research publication exposed the risks associated with the phenomenon of arbitration as a sideline job for judges.19 For more than twenty years there have been debates and arguments urging the Judicial Council (Consiglio superiore della magistratura) and the Parliament to remedy this situation by barring ordinary judges (though not administrative ones) from arbitrating. A similar situation occurred in Denmark as a result of media criticism. Concerned at the implications for productivity as well as independence and impartiality, the Council of Presidents of court offices asked the Minister of Justice to restrict judges’ sideline jobs outside the courts.20

Each of these cases demonstrates accountability mechanisms that have been used to promote impartiality and independence. Independent research or newspaper reports have brought a problem to the attention of the forum of public opinion and stakeholders or the parliament: the actions legally carried out by some judges may be in conflict with the principles of independence and impartiality. At that point in both cases consequences followed. In Denmark these were limited to a gentle request to reduce these extracurial activities. In Italy, twenty years of discussion have finally led to far-reaching solutions: the judges may no longer engage in private arbitrations. The paradoxical end result was that Parliament and the arms of executive Government – opportunely stimulated by informal and soft accountability mechanisms – have acted to make the judges more independent and impartial. These two examples illustrate well how the independence of the judiciary is not necessarily in conflict with accountability. They show, moreover, that an inclusive approach to the problem of accountability may reinforce the very values that are often thought to be threatened by it.

3. Accountability and judicial systems

Having highlighted some of the confusion in the debate over the accountability of judges, we turn now to explore the different forms of accountability operating in judicial systems. The empirical

research allowed us to identify different forms of accountability based on different institutional and organisational arrangements and promoting different values. The traditional legal forms of legal accountability developed to protect the respect for formal rules, have been overlayed by new methods of managerial accountability that have been developed to protect and promote efficiency, cost control, and link results to resources. Before reporting on those results, we attempt a reconceptualisation of the notion of accountability that will offer a map by which we may organise our results.

In recent years accountability has been one of the key issues stressed by the new public management. While this has had the advantage of drawing attention to the concept, it has also had less desirable effects. In public debates in many countries accountability has lost its original, instrumental function to become an iconic end in itself, to the neglect of other values and interests. In addition, in the judicial reform context, the idea of ‘reinventing government’ has often given accountability a narrower scope, to the extent that it has been almost exclusively focused upon economic and managerial values, tools and methods. This tendency risks losing sight of the original meaning of the concept and with it other values and interests required for the effective operation of the public sector. These issues are brought into particular focus when the public sector includes courts and judges. This study’s focus on judicial systems illustrates the particular tension between entrenched professional groups – managers and judges – each with their own disciplinary base and their valued traditions.

Given the problems in recent conceptualising of accountability in the judicial reform debate, it is timely to recall the definition given to the term by Simon et al. nearly fifty years ago: ‘Accountability is the combination of methods, procedures and forces determining which values are to be reflected in administrative decisions.’ If, as is commonly held, public officials acting in the name of or on account of the State are responsible to the citizens for their actions, accountability becomes the instrument which expresses this responsibility. This is characterised by a mass of formal and institutional procedures as well as by various unanticipated intrusions from political and social forces making claims and demanding responses in ways which are both unprogrammed and unprogrammable. Accountability can thus be characterised on one hand as those systems which instil the values and interests of the appropriate stakeholders within organisational behaviour. On the other hand, accountability can be characterised as the ‘mechanisms’ by which one can analyse or assess whether the organisation builds those values and interests into its own actions and decisions. In this way accountability can be considered as a two way channel of communication. First, it must convey information about the functioning of the organisation to those having the right to know. This information may include its objectives, its fundamental values, and the interests it is dedicated to protecting. Second, it must provide for methods and techniques to ensure that the members of the organisation act consistently with those values and interests. Thus accountability is that complex of means which reinforce the responsibility of public actors.

22 Bovens 2006, supra note 7, p. 7.
26 Ibid. p. 513.
27 By this we mean those stakeholders who have legitimate interests in and expectations of the organisation and its actions.
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It is evident that the concept of accountability, defined inclusively as above, cannot be limited to simply verifying productivity or efficiency, but includes a broader complex of values which public organisations must adopt based in the fundamental values of democratic regimes. These include legality, equality, independence and impartiality. This inclusive notion of accountability is at a different and perhaps higher level than the individual values specific to a single unit of public administration. Accountability is conceived in such a way as to enable the democratic process of establishing respect for those values, whether of efficiency or independence, efficacy in achieving objectives, or impartiality in the treatment of citizens.

In this context, the recent work of Bovens clarifies and expands the conceptual foundations laid by Simon et al. (even if not explicitly). It offers a useful map of the elements that must be considered if we are to describe and analyse the problem of accountability in judicial systems. Bovens defines accountability as ‘a relationship between an actor and a forum in which the actor is obliged to explain and justify his conduct, the forum can pose questions and pass judgement, and the actor may face consequences’. The actor may be a single individual (in the present context, a judge or official) or an entire organisation or group of organisations (such as an entire judicial system). The forum may be constituted by an interest group or a group of stakeholders (social accountability), by peer groups (professional accountability), by inspectors, controllers and supervisors (administrative accountability), or by elected or political representatives or the media (political accountability). To these must be added legal-judicial accountability. One form of this accountability may be seen in the role of the courts as forums that must evaluate the legality the actions of other organisations, public or private. On the other hand, there is the question of the accountability of the judicial system itself, which includes those who work in it, and hence also the outcomes of their work.

Each of these forums performs its own assessment based on different interests, values and methods, taking account of different aspects of an actor’s conduct. Ultimately, the relationship of accountability has consequences for the actor, which may be positive, neutral or negative; formal or informal. This distinguishes accountability from other evaluative exercises that remain an end in themselves, without consequences, if not quite ritualistic. The application of this schema to the different forms of accountability we have identified is summed up in the table in the appendix. It is a framework that we will refer to and develop in the following pages.

3.1. Legal and judicial accountability

Much of the work of the courts and judiciary is directed towards quality control. The court registry keeps a formal record of every single procedural event, so that the parties or the authorities can check that correct procedures are followed. Hearings are, by law, open to the public. The judge justifies each decision according to the facts and the law. The courts of appeal have their

28 We have broadened this analysis of democratic institutions and their justification, to include a discussion of representation (following Pitkin) and the concept of ‘the people’ (following Agamben) in R. Mohr et al., ‘Judicial Evaluation in Context: Principles, Practices and Promise in Nine European Countries’, 2007 European Journal of Legal Studies 2, pp. 1–40.
29 Bovens 2006, supra note 7, p. 12.
30 This in turn may be considered as a collectivity or as a hierarchy. In the first case, all are responsible for one, in the second, one is responsible for all. Bovens 2006, supra note 7, pp. 18-19. This distinction may be used to define effective accountability mechanisms for courts. In more detail, the alternatives are to create mechanisms based on peer review or peer pressure, which is the responsibility of the collectivity (the judges of a court or of a section), or else to follow a hierarchical system in which the senior managers are responsible for every aspect of the conduct of the various organisational actors, including the judges, as in the case of the Dutch ‘integral management’.
**own raison d’être** in reviewing the decisions of first instance courts. Yet, given the definition of accountability proposed above, it is necessary to distinguish between the practices and methods that enable the checking of legality and those calibrated to managerial demands. Each has consequences in its own sphere, so that the specifically legal checks and balances operate through legal procedures and only impact on the legal process.

The judicial registers, the files that record the proceedings in each case, the public nature of oral proceedings, judicial reasons for decisions and appeal courts are the mechanisms that keep track of the proceedings and allow the checks on the proper application of the law so that the legality of each case may be verified. However, while these mechanisms provide some guarantee of transparency of the proper conduct of cases, they do not represent true accountability in the strict sense. In fact, where errors in filing or the application of the law do occur, they do not generally lead to consequences for the individual registry staff or judges. In these cases the consequences of the evaluative process are confined to the judicial processes themselves.

It is only in certain cases that these errors have consequences for those who committed them, and these are mediated through specific institutional arrangements such as the court hierarchy or disciplinary bodies. These institutional arrangements represent accountability mechanisms in the precise sense adopted in this work. In regard to the hierarchy, we must note that their efficacy as an accountability mechanism applies mainly to the administrative personnel. This is not so in the case of disciplinary matters. The judicial systems under consideration have forums consisting of disciplinary commissions which apply more or less effective procedures in evaluating the performance of the actors (judges and public servants) according to ethical, procedural or disciplinary standards. Other bodies are available to check and, if necessary, apply sanctions in the area of financial responsibility, normally limited to ensuring that expenditure is accounted for in accordance with specific formal requirements. The same applies to civil liability and criminal responsibility, within the established limits of the various jurisdictions.

The forms of legal and judicial accountability that permeate judicial systems are thus seen to be based on particular forums that determine whether the performance of the actor (judge, public servant, etc.) has committed any violations or errors of disciplinary, accounting or other codes. These are determined according to existing norms, and the findings may be adverse, or they may absolve the actor of any wrongdoing (see the table in the appendix). The quality control procedures carried out through these channels are generally well established and rooted in national constitutions, in laws and in everyday practices that may often seem invisible from the judicial viewpoint. In other words, at least at present in the countries considered here, these forms of accountability do not appear to come into conflict with the principles of independence or of impartiality.

The procedures that ensure conformity to the law reflect the importance judicial systems give to protecting and enforcing fundamental principles of the rule of law and the authority of the state. However, they tell us little about how they use the resources that the state allocates to them. To understand these outcomes we need to consider systems of managerial accountability.

---

34 Ng 2007, supra note 5, p. 17.
35 See the discussion above on the limited effectiveness of judicial discipline; also G. Di Federico (ed.), Recruitment, Professional Evaluation and Career of Judges and Prosecutors in Europe, 2005.
36 This is not necessarily the case when these accountability mechanisms are first introduced. In both Italy and France, the introduction of judges’ civil liability (and the related accountability mechanisms) was accompanied by intense conflicts between the political and the judicial branches. G. Di Federico, ‘La Crisi del Sistema Giudiziario ed il Referendum sulla Responsabilità Civile dei Magistrati’, in P. Corbetta et al. (eds.), Politica in Italia. I Fatti dell’anno e le Interpretazioni, 1989, pp. 93-129.
3.2. Managerial accountability

The research considered here has revealed many efforts by ministries and judicial councils to develop forms of managerial accountability and to promote values such as efficiency and cost control. More or less effective accountability mechanisms have been designed in line with reforms that aim to improve the allocation of resources to the courts by calculating judges’ needs in each court, or to improve the statistical evaluation of court productivity. In Austria, a very sophisticated computerised personnel information system based on detailed statistical indicators has been set up and is currently used to calculate the number of judges needed in particular courts. In France, a budgetary law (‘Loi organique relative aux lois de finances’, 1 August 2001) required the Ministry of Justice to submit budgets according to missions and programmes, whose objectives and results were to be examined by Parliament as part of the financial allocation process. In the Netherlands the process of developing new forms of managerial accountability was developed in conjunction with the establishment of a Judicial Council. A ‘program to strengthen the organisation of the judiciary’ was established as a judicial initiative, which developed quantitative measures of cases, personnel and time, originally based on the model of the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM). These measures, together with planning proposals from the courts responsible for their implementation, now form the basis of annual resource allocation. Along the lines of the reactions discussed above, these reforms met resistance from judges arguing that they were representing a threat to judicial independence. Besides, the implementation of these new mechanisms of accountability raises other questions for judicial reform, such as the legitimate objectives of the accountability mechanisms, who was to identify them, and the link between outcomes and financial allocations. The technical foundations of these tools are also contested: in each of the countries we have considered, the judges express concerns that systems measuring statistical outputs are incapable of revealing the complexity of judicial work and questioning the appropriateness of ‘informatics solutions’, including those based on detailed data bases.

On the other hand, managers have difficulty appreciating the modus operandi and units of analysis of the judiciary. Even those conscientious managers who understand and measure case processing times with care and attention can be surprised, as were the Finnish team, when an individual case is overturned for excessive delay by the European Court of Human Rights. To the manager or the statistician, this is an ‘outlier’, an extraordinary piece of data which simply disrupts normal calculations. To the judge, this is an injustice which must be remedied in the specific case. The two forms of accountability work with different units of analysis: while the judges examine, decide and may even be evaluated on the basis of individual cases, the managers evaluate, and are evaluated according to, aggregated data and cases.

To illustrate the issues raised by the new managerial accountability mechanisms that have been introduced to evaluate the activities of European courts, judges and court administrators in the past decade, the following section offers a case study of three of them. All of these cases used

37 Fabri 2005, supra note 3.
41 Meyer et al. 1977, supra note 33.
forms of management by objectives (MBO) in judicial systems, albeit in different ways and contexts. This allows us to identify the distinctive characteristics of this form of accountability and will be helpful in assessing if, how and where this approach comes into conflict with judicial impartiality and the principle of independence.

4. Case studies I: Management by objectives applied to judicial systems

In Finland the Ministry of Justice\(^43\) has collaborated with the court offices to introduce systems of MBO that apply both to the individual judge (still being trialled) as well as at the national level, following the introduction of this approach across the whole national public administration in 1995. The system assesses the courts’ performance using indicators of their productivity, economy and efficacy. Productivity is calculated in terms of the number of decisions per judge or per unit of administrative staff. The principal indicator of the economy or efficiency of the courts is the cost per decision, calculated by dividing the annual budget of a particular court by the number of decisions made by its judges. The calculation of efficacy is more complex. It is based on the assumption that the length of proceedings is fundamental to the judicial process and the rights of the citizens. Consequently case processing times are taken as the key measure of efficacy.\(^44\)

Even though these indicators were developed in order to allocate resources to particular court offices, their use for this purpose does not follow automatically. The indicators instead form a source of knowledge on which to base discussion around the negotiation of the budget of each individual court. They are also used during annual meetings to help the Ministry of Justice and the heads of each court office to define the objectives to be met. Although this soft approach should allow even handed negotiation between competing values it has been criticised by the judiciary. Some have argued that the definition of objectives by officials of the Ministry would violate judicial independence which is protected by the Constitution. Others maintain that with the introduction of the system of management by results the judge’s attention would shift to the number of cases and their processing times, thus reducing the quality of the decisions.\(^45\) It has also been suggested that the system of measurable objectives could not be implemented by the courts. The Ministry of Justice replied,

‘The judiciary through its management by results system may not interfere with the objective and subjective independence of the courts in their decision making and other application of the law, which is the real essence of the independent judicial power safeguarded in the constitution. The fact that general information about handling times, (…) is written in documents of courts dealing with management by results does not in itself lessen or endanger the independence of the court in reaching a decision in individual court cases.’\(^46\)

The Finnish Ministry of Justice’s gentle and collaborative approach, while avoiding open conflict between the judiciary and the executive, may nonetheless provoke a judicial reaction. The executive’s introduction of a system of management by results that emphasises the courts’

\(^43\) Finland does not have a judicial council or equivalent body.
\(^45\) Aarnio et al. 2003, supra note 42, p. 176.
\(^46\) Ibid., p. 177.
productivity and efficiency, promotes values and interests identified as managerial. This has the potential to provoke equal and opposite reactions from the judiciary who for their part emphasise the legal and normative values of the judicial process. In this situation zero sum games may arise between the judiciary and the executive so that the final outcome depends almost exclusively on the relative strengths of the main players.

The introduction of management by objectives in Italy has led directly to the realisation of this concern. In this case, instead of starting with instruments to focus on the functioning of the judicial system, or of the individual office, the new system set out to consider the results achieved by the managers of each court office, with consequences for their remuneration and career prospects. These did not cover the work of the court’s chief judge. In practice, each court manager must, after a ‘frank discussion’ with the chief judge, define the organisational objectives to be met. It is taken for granted that these objectives do not include the outputs of the whole court, for example the number of civil cases to be dealt with in the current year, on the grounds that this would violate judicial independence. Instead the objectives are exclusively those of the individual managers and their limited areas of responsibility. In contrast, such accountability mechanisms explicitly exclude any possible consequence for the chief judge, who has the broader responsibility for the whole court’s performance. Consequently the objectives defined by the manager are strictly limited to administrative tasks such as reducing filing backlogs and are marginal to the legal and managerial objectives, like reducing the cost per judicial decision. These objectives are clearly very different from the ones considered in the Finnish case. An ad hoc committee based in the Ministry of Justice will assess the results reached by each manager and possibly decide on adjustment of their remuneration.47

The Italian Ministry’s decision to limit its MBO-driven exercise to the court managers could be interpreted as a strategy of stealth which first attacks the point of least resistance (the court managers). After that position was consolidated one could extend it to the judiciary. However, we have seen no trace of any argument which would support that interpretation. The Ministry’s official explanation seems instead to rely on the necessity of developing an adequate information system to allow monitoring of the objectives of each court office before extending the system of MBO. More precisely, the system should ‘provide in real time an up to date picture of the on-going progress in order to permit timely intervention to minimise the divergence between the stated [objectives] and the current situation’.48 Considering the current state of information technologies in the Ministry and in the courts, such a management information system would take several years to establish.

We must observe in passing that both the heads of the court – the chief judge and the court manager – must take responsibility for outcomes as well as for case processing times. This is recognised in the Netherlands through the system known as ‘integraal management’.49 Any other approach will surely neglect part of the problem.

As we saw in the Finnish experience, a system of MBO can be based on a small amount of essential data. Similar systems exist in some other countries, such as Denmark. This need not

---

47 The official documentation of this project can be found at http://www.giustizia.it/ministero/struttura/uffidiroll/approfondim_comm_valutaz.htm
be considered as an objective representation of the ‘true’ functioning of the court office, but as base line information from which to negotiate budgets and objectives. Seen in the light of such processes, the technology that the Italian Ministry anticipates appears to be a technocratic pretext, indicating the existing tensions between the divergent logics of managerial and legal accountability, seen above.

The one-side Italian solution clearly reflects the logic and the power relations of the particular historic moment. The Ministry of Justice, already engaged in conflicts over judicial reform, has not yet seen fit to extend this system to the chief judges since it would only have deepened the existing conflicts with the judiciary. This is why the system has focused purely upon the weakest link in the chain: the court managers.

A number of European countries have developed systems for measuring output and relating this to the number of judges required in particular courts. Spain, however, tried to go beyond the allocation of judges to relate the judges’ salaries to their individual productivity. The Spanish system was initially used to determine the number of judges and administrative staff to assign to each court. The system, based on so-called output measures’ (‘módulos de dedicación’) was quite rough and gave only a broad indication of the number of cases that each office could realistically process. The system was criticised by the judiciary on the grounds that the measures did not take into account weightings for different types of cases.

In 1997 the Spanish Judicial Council collected the various critiques in a ‘white paper’ which also proposed means of refining the output measures. Groups of expert judges developed new measures calculating the average times it took judges to dispose of various types of cases. In 2000 new output measures were approved that, from 2003, were used to determine the judges’ needs and also affected their remuneration. In practice, those judges who dealt with at least 20% more cases than anticipated by the module received additional remuneration (from 5 to 10% of their salary). The Judicial Council decided not to use the modular system also to sanction the less productive judges by reducing their salaries. Even so, it is not surprising that the introduction of this remuneration system drew strong criticism from the Spanish judges. Two of the judges’ associations, even though they accepted the need to evaluate the judiciary, considered the system insufficiently reliable to form a basis for remuneration. A third association was far more radical in its critique, calling the system ‘productivity-focussed and mean’ and incompatible with judicial activity. Despite these strong criticisms, the Judicial Council continued to apply the measures to determine a performance based salary, working to improve the methodology. A consultancy firm produced a new system to record the productivity of judges intended to permit a more comprehensive assessment of their work. The new system was much more complex, based on several clusters of indicators covering five areas of judicial activity: efficacy, quality, timeliness, commitment and professional development.

In the meantime, the Spanish Supreme Court heard the various appeals brought by the associations and nullified the regulations. Among other grounds, the Court held that the output measures impacted negatively on the economic independence of the judiciary that the State must...
guarantee. Secondly, it was held that the measures violated the principle that judges’ remuneration must be based on objective, equitable and transparent criteria.56

The systems considered in this set of case studies represent a number of more or less rigorous accountability mechanisms developed to assess and improve the functioning of justice from a managerial perspective. These accountability mechanisms have consequences, either at the level of the allocation of resources to various courts and court offices (Austria, France and the Netherlands) or in some cases for the remuneration of personnel (administrative managers in Italy, judges in Spain). As such, they can be seen to qualify as accountability mechanisms within the paradigm of managerial accountability. Yet, as we have seen, the implementation of MBO in judicial systems is open to challenge – and the Spanish case has been successfully challenged in court – from the legal and judicial perspective.

5. Can independence be reconciled with accountability?

The criticisms of these managerial approaches by judges and their associations constitute instances of the well established opposition of judicial independence and managerial accountability that we discussed above. The judiciary has argued that these measures have a negative impact on independence and that they cannot accurately measure judicial activity in all its complexity. Regardless of whether these measures have been developed by ministries or by judicial councils, the tensions between independence and accountability have sprung up in new forms as a result of these conflicts. The managerial approach shifts the debate from the question of the freedom of judicial discretion, familiar from studies in political science and jurisprudence, to the nexus between resources allocated to the system and its actors and the results they achieve. In many cases the situation comes down to a tug-of-war between actors with irreconcilable interests: the familiar zero-sum game.

Although the power relations offer ready explanations of the events in the three cases we have reported, we should not let them obscure other important dimensions of the question. In the following pages we analyse these failures in order to propose an alternative approach. We first approach this conceptually, to show that judicial independence can be reconciled with accountability, as long as both are conceived broadly enough and as part of the very same effort of protecting and improving the respect of the key values on which judicial systems are based. We then illustrate that proposal, in the final sections, with a case study that we commend as showing the way towards a broad or ‘cooperative’ form of accountability. We close by drawing certain conclusions from that case study in the context of the foregoing analysis.

As noted above, the accountability mechanisms typical of managerial approaches conceive their unit of analysis as being aggregated data. These mechanisms are, in the first place, based on statistical and economic approaches. The forum predominantly consists of ministries, judicial councils, or ad hoc bodies whose authority derives from their institutional position and associated managerial responsibility for the judicial system. They are charged with defining criteria, standards and objectives, which they do in terms of productivity and efficiency. Performance is measured by the degree to which these objectives are met, either by individuals or by the whole court. Ultimately these methods have consequences either at the organisational level, or at the level of the individual official (judge or administrative manager).

56 Decision of the Tribunal Supremo, Sala de lo contencioso-administrativo, Full Bench, Votación: 21/02/2006.
It has been seen that the legal and judicial evaluative mechanisms that permeate these institutions are based on radically different logic, criteria and units of analysis: individual cases, checked against legal criteria and whose consequences are limited to the trial and its results. These systems of evaluation only rarely go beyond guaranteeing a certain level of transparency to become true and proper forms of accountability, with consequences for the actors. Even these, as we have seen, are limited and mediated by disciplinary commissions or other judicial bodies.

We can draw some tentative conclusions from the wide gulf that we have seen opening up between the traditional legal mechanisms and the burgeoning forms of managerial accountability. The first point to note is that the cost of using these systems is directly related to their complexity. The Italian and Spanish cases indicate, albeit in different ways, a worrying tendency to make the means of monitoring activity ever more complex and fragmented and, therefore, costly. This may be due to the technical difficulty involved in measuring such complex and multi-faceted tasks as those of the judge. It may also derive in to some extent from the judges’ dissatisfaction with the type of knowledge which is produced by these systems. Such different approaches to the production of knowledge underlying the accountability mechanisms may generate a kind of cognitive dissonance in the epistemological gap between traditional jurisprudential studies and the ‘new management’ studies introduced into the public sector over the past fifteen years. Despite the efforts of some countries and costly roll-outs of information technology, it is unlikely that a system of managerial accountability could ever approach the level of detail or the depth of analysis possible within a system of legal accountability.

Another difficulty in the coexistence of these two approaches is that, while traditional legal and judicial accountability only has consequences for the individual actors in specific and limited cases (e.g. disciplinary commissions), managerial accountability, provided it is not purely ritualistic, does have consequences, for individuals and organisations. This creates apparently paradoxical situations. If a judge makes an error in legal interpretation that is discovered in subsequent hearings or appeals, the decision may be overturned but there are no consequences for the judge. In the same way, a procedural error by the registry may be corrected with no repercussions for the official responsible. On the other hand, to use examples we have just discussed, if a Spanish judge or a Finnish court fails to meet a particular objective, this may have consequences for remuneration or financial allocation. To highlight the differences between these two approaches we could say that judges whose decisions are overturned on a legal appeal would not suffer personal consequences. In a managerial system, on the other hand, it is feasible that judges who decide more or less cases than the expected objectives may see adjustments to their salary or to the resources allocated to their court.

In light of this discussion we may conclude that the difficulty in implementing new forms of accountability derives from an awkward conjunction of means and ends. This is the combined effect of the possible consequences for anyone who fails to meet defined objectives, where the achievement of those ends is measured by quantitative data that are held to be incapable of
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60 The Spanish situation has been mitigated since the decision of the Tribunal Supremo, mentioned above.
describing the actual operations of a court or the complexity of its work. These perceptions lie at the heart of the sceptical and critical attitude of judges to these new approaches.

In concluding this discussion we need to return to consider the possibility that these mechanisms interfere with judicial independence and impartiality. While a number of writers have claimed that budgetary mechanisms can certainly influence the independence of the courts, it is more difficult to establish that this reduces the impartiality of the judge in deciding a particular case. This impartiality is the principle value that the institutions must protect. In each of the examples considered, the ‘pressure’ applied by the organs of government to increase productivity are not directed to the parties or the outcomes of specific cases, but to the full aggregate of procedures dealt with by the court office and the judges.

The above discussion has nonetheless shown at least one way in which the problem may be rendered less acute. The Finnish case shows the potential benefit of treating the data produced by the managerial systems as a foundation for discussion in a collaborative process, rather than as absolute data to be applied automatically. This approach seems more reasonable in part due to the difficulty of correctly interpreting the meaning of particular data or of all the information collected by these systems. It also offers opportunities of avoiding the risk that ‘managerial’ values may prevail to the neglect of the other values which must be protected in the judicial processes. It is of particular importance, where one institutional value may be seen to trump the others, that the data be interpreted and the outcomes evaluated from the points of view of all the relevant interests and values.

The mechanisms developed for ensuring accountability and conformity to standards of law and good practice are widely understood to be desirable and even essential to public management and to justice alike. Whether the pressures come from adverse findings of the ECHR, from parliaments demanding more formal and specific accountability, or from cash-strapped ministries, it often becomes obvious that new evaluative mechanisms must be implemented. When these have failed we have commonly noted one or two underlying factors: either a ritualistic adherence to some tenets of evaluative practice, or a more or less cynical justification of the means by the ends. In the former case the mechanisms and processes take on a life of their own, so that increasingly elaborate data collection protocols (or measures, or information technologies) are understood as the solution to problems which really arise in the very conception of the process. Losing sight of the goals of the accountability mechanisms, as of the justice system itself, attention shifts to the minutiae of the data and away from the purpose for which it was required in the first place. The system of management by objectives developed by the Italian Ministry clearly illustrates how a managerial system of accountability can shift from a means to an end in itself.

If ritualism mistakes means for ends, a narrow focus on the quick fix makes the converse error. With sufficient will, power and cunning, a technological solution may be imposed on many different problems. Technical solutions to juridical, managerial and political problems were seen in the automatic connections made by some justice ministries (Austria) and judicial councils (Spain) between accountability mechanisms and financial allocation. The Spanish attempt to use output measures as a basis for judicial remuneration illustrates both ritualism and technologism: on the one hand, the measuring system became an end in itself, losing sight of the purposes for which it existed. On the other, the results of that measurement were applied mathematically to financial outputs. By focussing the attention of the judges on their salaries, of the ministry on the

61 Douglas et al. 2003, supra note 5; Fabri, ‘Policies to Enhance the Quality of Justice in Europe’, supra note 3, p. 73.
measures, and of both interest groups on the nexus between the two, any broader interests or ends were effectively eclipsed.

We turn now to a practical example from the research that suggest ways in which these problems can be overcome, and that it may be possible to reconcile the diverse forms of accountability with independence and impartiality.

6. Case studies II: The Quality Project of the Rovaniemi Court of Appeal

The framework of analysis we have proposed allows us to identify the characteristics of an emerging form of accountability that may be described as mixed, since it incorporates a diversity of interests, and cooperative, since it involves different institutional actors who show willingness and ability to collaborate and adapt. This emerging form of accountability also offer useful empirical evidence that may indicate ways to deal with the tensions between different institutional actors who hold interests and values that are difficult to reconcile.

We see progress in those areas where judges and managers work together to respond to well formulated public demands as well as to understand each others’ values, interests and modes of representation. These developments show the extent to which various institutional actors may be involved in assessing and implementing proposals that have a broader base than their own immediate institutional environment.

In addition to the Finnish experience of national management by results considered above, it is worth drawing attention to a local pilot scheme. This was begun in 1999 in the district of the Rovaniemi Court of Appeal (which includes nine first instance district courts) where quality targets were set by a Development Committee of the Quality Project whose members are judges, practising lawyers and prosecutors. The committee worked through a process that involved frequent communications among the judges, and between the judges and the various stakeholder groups. These communications included an increased dialogue among judges on court practices, the formation of working groups, annual quality conferences and the preparation of quality benchmarks. One of the results is the development of a new culture of communication between all the actors involved in the judicial process. This approach is based on a recognition that the resolution of disputes does not solely depend upon the court, its officials and its funding body, but also upon the various actors involved in the proceedings, starting with the lawyers and prosecutors.

The objectives were chosen for their social relevance and salience, and they addressed important legal, judicial and managerial issues arising in both the court office and the legal proceedings, assessed by fairly straightforward measures. They included increased consistency in sentencing (initially in theft, drink driving and assault, expanded to narcotics cases the
following year), overcoming impediments to the preparation of civil cases (in consultation with lawyers), leadership skills in the admission of evidence, improvement in the quality of written judgements and increasing participation in judicial training (to 100%) with some expansion of postgraduate study. In addition the project addressed issues at the boundaries of judicial, legal and administrative management, such as case allocation based on judges’ specialised skills, and monitoring the progress of individual cases through intermediate hearings to final determination.

These objectives, identified through dialogue among the participants, promote measures that have a far greater impact on judicial independence than do those of managerial accountability systems. In hearing a case, a Rovaniemi judge must consider not only the facts and the law, but also the standards set by the quality commission for the writing of decisions. Cases are not simply allocated on an automatic or random basis, but through a system that takes account of the nature of the case and seeks to allocate each to the judge with the most relevant skills. In the conduct of trials the judge must pay attention to the protocols established by working groups. However, we must also note that while the internal and external independence of the judge may be reduced through such measures, this in no way threatens the core value that must be protected: the impartiality of the judge.

7. Towards cooperative accountability

This case study highlights the role of the entire collectivity of people providing the services necessary to resolve disputes. They work together to provide the conditions needed to hear the needs of their clientele and to selectively approve those proposals that they consider to be necessary and compatible with the institutional structure of the court and the values on which it is based. They have stepped out of the comfort zone provided by an isolated and self-sufficient system, in favour of an administration of justice that can respond to social needs and can bring more to the resolution of disputes than just a formally correct procedure. This is just the sort of ‘socially responsible justice’ that Cappelletti hoped for.

The question may arise, from a theoretical point of view, whether we are dealing here with a social responsibility mechanism, rather than one of accountability, given that no external authority has the role of a forum. With this in mind, the pilot project has developed mechanisms such as an annual conference on quality, and the participation of all the judges in working groups, which create group and peer pressure as favourable conditions for horizontal and ‘soft’ accountability.

A key advantage of initiatives like the one from Rovaniemi is that the objectives are defined by the same personnel who must implement them. While this promotes a greater degree of commitment and willingness, it does not necessarily guarantee the transparency of the court’s operations. Furthermore these social forms of accountability, together with the sharing of objectives and purposes between courts, lawyers and the public, risk creating forms of collusion among actors with mixed interests. However, that risk may be mitigated by the role played by the Ministry. In fact, even though the Ministry is not directly involved in the assessment process or the definition of its criteria, it uses the project’s quality assessments in the process of budget negotiation described in the previous section. This is where the institutions of executive govern-
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ment have the opportunity to intervene and act as a forum. Finally, it is worth noting that the pilot project, as well as the services provided by the courts involved, have been externally evaluated, with such positive results that the scheme was recommended for nationwide adoption and was awarded the European ‘Crystal Scales of Justice’ prize for ‘innovative practice contributing to the quality of civil justice’.  

Rovaniemi is not the only project in Europe that has tried to approach the problems of the quality of justice and the services provided by courts by balancing the traditional legal and judicial values with managerial principles and greater attention to client services. Forms of accountability being applied in Denmark and the Netherlands were also found through the present research to have some of the characteristics we have just described.

These innovative approaches, in which judges are expected to respond to managerial criteria, or managers to public criteria (to suggest two of the possible combinations) are more interesting but also riskier than some of the one dimensional procedures we discussed earlier. Seeing the situation from these alternative viewpoints, it becomes clear that courts and judges cannot be evaluated according to a single dimension, whether that be legal or managerial. The criteria to be applied must therefore be inclusive, recognising the legitimacy of the different approaches and of the different representations that are apparent in forms of the traditional and newly emerging forms of accountability. Each of these criteria or interests has its own legitimacy, and in many cases brings with it well-established methods for evaluating justice from a particular perspective. The important issue, illustrated by the Rovaniemi case study, lies in finding approaches that are able to take account of these diverse interests. As seen there, the methods for choosing the criteria were negotiated, as were their possible consequences. Furthermore, each participant was able to contribute to achieving the results that had been agreed upon through the negotiation process.

The creation of conditions favourable to communication between the various institutional actors can therefore be seen to be essential to a satisfactory system of accountability. This system will be one that develops a set of accountability mechanisms that take account of and understand the full breadth of values and interests that must be emphasised and followed by judicial systems. These are the conditions necessary to overcome the stalemate between judges who think of the court as a temple to law and justice, protected by the sacred value of independence, and managers who see the court as a decision factory, to be directed and evaluated through managerial or productivist forms of accountability.
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### Appendix: Types of accountability in justice systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key variables</th>
<th>Types of accountability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal and judicial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>Individual actor (judge, public servant, manager) in specific cases of accountability (disciplinary, accounting, civil liability etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum</td>
<td>Various, clearly legal (disciplinary commissions, other courts, superiors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object (conduct of actor under consideration)</td>
<td>Individual performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values and principles</td>
<td>Legality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Legal analysis (Procedural, disciplinary, ethical codes, civil &amp; criminal law) in specific cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequences</td>
<td>Personal, possibly serious (salary reduction, loss of seniority, dismissal) but in fact, only in rare cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensions with principles of independence and impartiality</td>
<td>Seemingly none. In the systems considered, normally incorporated into normal operations of justice, and taken for granted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>